Thunderbirds: attendance is good, one of first year is alternating between scouts and baseball(shawn
mcdermann)
donald is there sometimes, owen and danny are there every single time.spencer zabrinck and cj clanina
is one of the first year scouts.
patrol advisers' advice seems to be good(claims). agenda is made every time. patrol members seem
excited for future. cleaning a tank for service project
cleaned up trails.
da bears: attendance is ok. william king quit. zachary england's attendance isn't good. weekly agendas
are sorted and helpful.
jimmy is almost first class.
spartans: attendance is fine except david conongo, who didn't show up for like 4 weeks. agendas are
very helpful. service project plan
is trailwork and/or Delaware Humane association volunteer work(cleaning litter etc) for 3-6 hours.
proposal is to reduce the campout
expense is $16, but it is rejected by PCL. new 2nd years michel presley and greg fleming.
wise guys: jacob will sometimes show up. patrick and kyle lank regularly show up. sean hoopes is very
excited to be a part of patrol. andy, and shawn are
also excited. honor patrol: lots of rank advancements soon. service projects are being thought about,
but for now
they are thinking about their advancements. maybe in a couple of weeks, they will start service projects.
andy and shawn will rank up soon.
matthew mattante is still scout rank. raymond show up all the time, and is enthusiastic, but he isn't sure
about his rank status. best practices
is enthusiasm by the kids showing up; they get done with everything on the agenda.
(rank username is :
greendoner: joey hackman and andrew sung don't show up often. best practices: flag is very good, and
they claim that it is creative. it
brings the patrol together. they plan to do the induction cerimony for the 2nd years during campout.
bruno
doens't answer. matt bueseck is excited. building dollhouse for old people is being planned; Ronald
Mcdonald house; charity foundation at downtown
happy acres retirement home is where this dollhouse is being thought to be built(hershey, penn.)
hayden the chaplains aid needs to be doing more communication with others
danny the quartermaster is doing very well
librarian jacob robinson is seen to not do very much advocation about the library books. only announced
the library books 3 times in all of
his 3 month term.
shawn brady didn't send the pics of the campout or the college for the presentation of the latest pics. he
has pics for pancake

breakfast. will be given a 2-week chance to redeem himself; if not, he will be fired.
tardiness of the scribe to the meetings; thought of passing out attendance sheets to the patrol leaders.
scribe will update the attendance sheets.
check marks will need to be made for each person, and it will need to be passed out.
beach grass plating: time of the planting not known yet. getting back to camp around 2. then games and
activities and/or campfire will be held.
bagged lunches will be prepared.
Sprelunking: da bears are planning on making 2 tiers; one for cavers and non-cavers, but probably will
not take place.
will hopefully plan a guest speaker who is a caver for the troop.
volunteers needed for pine wood derby.
old time canoes are on sale(very cheap) and have been spent on. $750 upon them. they are in excellent
condition.
10 canoes.
conner's oyster camp proposal is denied, unless it is a patrol camping trip or a venture patrol trip.
charlie proposes that this patrol's june camping trip is on the day of father's day, so a lot of people will
not come.
therefore, he wants to move it the weekend after.

